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Act Aditional Contract De Inchiriere Downloadl .This article is about the
character. You may be looking for the monster. Fellia is a pair of sentient

breasts found deep within the bowels of the floating island Agnaktorana in
Agnaktorano Desert. Contents show] Background Fellia are entirely human
beings that have been within Agnaktorano since before its construction and
are too innately tied to the desert’s ecosystem to be removed. As part of the

desert’s ecosystem, Fellia have adapted to the desert’s low amount of surface
water which has caused them to become larger and produce more milk in

order to more readily contain the salt. Culture and Personality Fellia possess a
wide variety of natural talents, but are primarily known for being an

extremely valuable food source and are almost entirely incapable of moving
on their own. When asked by the Agnaktorans, Fellia will consume any food
materials, including their own flesh, if the diet can be guaranteed to serve
their owner. Like many desert dwellers, Fellia are naturally social creatures

and most tend to live in large groups, usually bonded to the Agnaktorans who
can produce more milk and take up more space without encroaching on the

Fellia's comfort zones. One will also be bound to the person or persons whose
milk they produce, and any of the Fellia can be milked by the Agnaktoran who
is feeding them. Fellia are also notoriously distasteful of sweets, but do have

a taste for sugar and this is almost all they eat. Notable Fellias The Ship A
Fellia named "The Ship" is found deep within the bowels of Agnaktorano and
is larger than all of the other Fellias who made the expedition there. The Ship

and the Agnaktorans The Ship is a Nest of the Agnaktorans who have fled
their village due to a religious epidemic and have made their home within the
Bowels of Agnaktorano. The Ship and the Agnaktorans possess many of the
Agnaktorans' other abilities in addition to their milk production. The Ship will
be able to make more milk to sustain more Agnaktorans and cover more area

with milk than all the other Fellias together. They also 0cc13bf012
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